KICK ROLLER FEATURES AND OPERATION

We would like to introduce to you the amazing KICK ROLLER skate shoes which have been
accepted with big success in Europe and other parts of the world.
In case you are not familiar, we give you below a small description of the product.
These retractable roller shoes bring you a new fashion in skating with 4 highly durable and
high performance wheels (indoor/outdoor) housed in the middle of the sole. The wheels are
of PU material anti-quiver, using advanced ABEC-5 bearings for high precision and
endurance which are used in all professional roller blades and skates. The structure of the
wheels is of stainless steel for safety, durability and accuracy during operation of this high
intelligent shoe – roller skate. The shoes are built from advanced, high quality materials such
as Microfiber, EVA and flexible and breathable insoles.

One push (kick) button mechanism at the heel, when kicked allows the 4 wheels to open
automatically and you are ready to Roll!!!............
Again when needed, by pressing the same button the wheels are easily retracted at the
initial position housed inside the sole.
The button has 2 positions. The “lock” position (the engraved arrow towards right) where it
locks the wheels in the rolling or walking mode, and a release / retract position (engraved
arrow towards upward vertical position) .When in lock position the button cannot and
should NOT be pushed i.e. the wheels cannot be opened or closed .The button should never
be kicked or pushed when in locked position but only in vertical position.
Inside the box there is a removable stopper that can be very easily attached or removed if
needed.
So the big added advantage of the amazing kick rollers is that when you don’t want to skate
you will won't have to carry them around on your back , you simply use them as trainer
shoes .
YOU CAN EASILY WALK, RUN OR ROLL WHENEVER YOU WANT WITH ONLY THESE PAIR OF
ROLLER SHOES.

